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The Madrigal Fantasy, a new musical practice that developed in early 17th century England 
through the three composers Giovanni Coprario, Thomas Lupo and John Ward, led to a great 
musical influence on the gamba-consort repertoire of the entire 17th century. It was based on 

Italian madrigals, which in places were taken over identically and arranged without text for 
instruments, and created the basis for the later Consort Fantasia, in which the vocal - 

madrigalistic effects were retained, but through the instrumental independence of words 
brought an enrichment of the original vocal polyphony.  

Coprario was the leading figure in the development of parody techniques and the free use of 
form. His affinity with Italian went so far that he even changed his name from John Cooper to 

Giovanni Coprario. Almost all of his fantasies have Italian titles, some of which come from 
Madrigal, Canzonet or Villanella, and texts by composers such as Marenzio, Anerio, Eremita, 
Gorzanis and Vechi. Only three of Coprario's five- and six-part pieces are preserved with the 

complete text - reduction.  

This programme takes us through the most beautiful madrigals with their profound poems by 
Petrarcha and Guarini, as well as through light-footed villanellas and the fantasies inspired by 

them. This shows that Coprario was not an imitative parrot, but a brilliant parodist.  

‘Madrigal Fantasia’s’  à3, à4, à5, à6 : G. Coprario, Th. Lupo und J. Ward. 
Madrigals, Canzonette & Villanelle :  Marenzio, Anerio, Bassano, De Monte, Vecchi…


